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Design Rules for Nanogap-Based Hydrogen Gas Sensors
Junmin Lee,[a] Wooyoung Shim,[b] Jin-Seo Noh,*[a] and Wooyoung Lee*[a]
Nanoscale gaps, which enable many research applications in
fields such as chemical sensors, single-electron transistors, and
molecular switching devices, have been extensively investigated over the past decade and have witnessed the evolution of
related technologies. Importantly, nanoscale gaps employed in
hydrogen-gas (H2) sensors have been used to reversibly detect
H2 in an On–Off manner, and function as platforms for enhancing sensing performance. Herein, we review recent advances in

nanogap design for H2 sensors and deal with various strategies
to create these gaps, including fracture generation by H2 exposure, deposition onto prestructured patterns, island formation
on a surface, artificial manipulation methods, methods using
hybrid materials, and recent approaches using elastomeric substrates. Furthermore, this review discusses a new nanogap
design that advances sensing capabilities in order to meet the
diverse needs of academia and industry.

1. Introduction

2. Two mechanisms at Play

Since the On–Off mechanism of palladium (Pd) was first demonstrated using nanogap-based Pd mesowires, from which originated a new paradigm for detecting hydrogen gas (H2),[1] significant progress has been made in efforts to realize better-designed nanogap-based H2 sensors. Unlike other applications
using nanosized gaps such as chemical and biosensors,[2–4]
single-electron transistors,[5–7] and molecular switching devices,[8–10] where nanogaps play an ancillary role in determining
performance, nanogaps in Pd-based H2 sensors function as
a key player for the detection of H2.[1, 11–42] Thus, nanogap
design, which allows sensors to exhibit improved performance
such as high sensitivity, rapid response, short recovery time,
and good reliability, has become a crucial part of H2 sensing.
As a result, techniques for making nanogaps have attracted
much interest. A recent study of H2-induced swelling of
cracked Pd thin films represents significant advances in nanogap-based H2 sensors,[43] in terms of enhancing sensing capabilities, compared to previous approaches, simply by using an
elastomeric substrate[44] . Very few studies have addressed
design rules for nanogap-based H2 sensors.[45] Other reviews associated with H2 sensors have mainly focused on the diversity
and dimensionality of sensing materials[46–48] and detection
principles.[49–51] For this reason, the aim of hydrogen sensor researchers and manufacturers is to make robust, efficient, and
cost-effective nanogap-based devices in a simple manner.
Herein, we highlight the progress to date for nanogapbased H2 sensors and advanced design rules for H2 sensors,
which have been achieved over the span of the last decade.
Methods for creating gaps are classified into multiple categories: fracture generation by H2 exposure, deposition onto prestructured patterns, island formation on surfaces, artificial manipulation methods, methods using hybrid materials, and the
use of elastomeric substrates. This review not only discusses
many of the methods currently used for creating gaps for use
in H2 sensors, but also proposes a strategy for a novel design
for future H2 sensors.

As the need for alternative energy sources has increased,[52] hydrogen gas has received a great deal of attention due to its
cleanliness, abundance, and recyclability.[53–55] Consequently, accurate and rapid detection of H2 is an indispensible prerequisite for its extensive use in various fields, because it is highly
flammable and has explosive properties when its concentration exceeds 4 % in air.[56] For this reason, diverse approaches
have been proposed and implemented to realize optimum H2
sensors.[57–65] Among them, Pd-based sensors have been widely
explored because of the unique ability of Pd to readily dissociate H2 into H atoms on its surface and then absorb those
atoms spontaneously at room temperature.[66] Owing to this
property, Pd/H systems have been employed in many hydrogen-related research fields such as hydrogen storage,[67–69] hydrogenation of matter,[70, 71] and H2 sensors.[72–75]
The H2-sensing mechanisms of Pd-based sensors are classified into two categories. In the first case, H atoms are incorporated into the countinuous Pd structures (without nanogaps)
and act as electron scattering sources, so that electrical resistance increases (Figure 1 a).[66] In this case, the electrical resistance increases with the increase in H2 concentration, because
the frequency of electron-H scattering increases as the amount
of H atoms in the Pd structures increases. For pure bulk Pd or
thin films, it is not likely to provide precise H2 detection above
a certain H2 concentration where the transition from the a to
b phase occurs.[66] In addition, absorption of a large amount of
H atoms leads to a significant volume expansion of Pd and re-
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the event triggered by volume expansion of Pd that occurs
mainly during the phase transition of Pd at H2 concentrations
ranging from 1 to 2 % at room temperature.[66] As such, a huge
number of studies have been conducted in an attempt to
overcome this drawback.[44, 83, 84] For example, a recent study
showed that a nanogap-based H2 On–Off sensor using an elastomeric substrate could detect H2 concentrations as low as
0.01 %.[84] Importantly, the elastomeric substrate plays a key
role in lowering the detection limit, and the details of this principle and sensing properties are discussed further in section
3.6.

3. Nanogap Design
Numerous studies have been conducted on nanogap-based H2
sensors, but only a few have focused specifically on design
rules for producing nanogaps. The H2-sensing properties of the
nanogap-based H2 sensors are strongly influenced by nanogap
size, fabrication methods, and substrates. As a result, the
design of nanogaps is a critical key for realizing an optimized
H2 sensor. This chapter discusses the categorized design rules
for making nanogaps and introduces recent developments in
the use of elastomeric substrates.
Figure 1. Two mechanisms in play. Representative electrical responses of a) a
continuous Pd structure and b) a nanogap-based H2 sensor. The schematic illustrations below (a) and (b) represent the mechanisms of an increase in the
resistance by electron scattering and a decrease in the resistance by nanogap open–close mecahnism, respectively.

sults in structural deformation of Pd bodies, and as a consequence, hysteresis behavior of electrical resistance.[76] These
drawbacks can be solved by using Pd alloys with other elements such as Mg,[77] Au,[78] Ag,[79] and Ni.[80] However, this approach is associated with disadvantages such as a slow response time, long recovery time, low sensitivity, and a shifted
base resistance. Nevertheless, due to easy fabrication and
a low detection limit, many studies have been conducted
using continuous Pd structures.
The second category is based on the nanogap structure.[1, 11–42] When a Pd structure is exposed to H2, a Pd/H solid
solution is formed at low H2 concentrations. At high concentrations of H2, there is a 3.5 % volume expansion due to the numerous H atoms incorporated into Pd.[1] Importantly, this is the
basis of many studies that have utilized nanogaps for Pdbased H2 sensors. Since nanogaps in Pd structures interfere
with electric current flow, volume expansion after H2 exposure
allows the nanogaps to be closed, leading to a substantial
inflow of electrical current. As a result of employing the nanogap designs, the electrical resistance (conduction) of H2 sensors abruptly decreases (increases) when exposed to H2 and recovers to the initial base resistance (base conduction is zero)
after removal of H2 (Figure 1 b). This means that sensors with
complete nanogaps can function as On–Off switches. Nanogap-based sensors exhibit many benefits such as a short response time, a large On-Off ratio in electrical signals, and improved reliability. However, they are unable to detect low concentrations of H2. This is because the mechanism is based on
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3.1. Fracture Generation by H2 Exposure
Cracks are not generally induced in thin films and nanowires
that are deposited by physical vapor deposition after exposure
to H2. This is due to the fact that the bonding force between
substrate and deposited Pd is much stronger than the recovery
strength of Pd to equilibrium dimensions. Based on a previous
study,[76] sputtered Pd films with a thickness of 100 nm exhibited peel-off traces like large blisters with serious wrinkles when
the films underwent a to b phase transition, the result of
which is due to stress relief being constrained to local areas of
sputtered Pd films by the strong bonding force between the
substrate and film. Indeed, unlike physical deposition, Pd structures fabricated by chemical methods exhibit comparatively
less bonding strength, such that nanogaps are easily generated on their structures during recovery to their equilibrium dimensions after H2 exposure (Figure 2).[1, 15–19] In addition, cracks
are induced in Pd films that are physically deposited on elastomeric substrates simply after undergoing H2 absorption and
desorption.[83] The details of this principle and its sensing properties are discussed further in Section 3.6.
Nanogap formation in Pd was first demonstrated a decade
ago (Figure 2 b).[1] Mesowires composed of electrodeposited Pd
nanoparticles on step edges of single-crystalline graphite were
initially electrically conductive. However, after a cycle of H2 exposure, there was a volume contraction of Pd nanoparticles,
and thus nanogaps between Pd nanoparticles were created. As
a result, there was no electrical current flow any longer, thereby making the mesowires an On–Off sensor. On the other
hand, mesowire structures function as always-On sensors when
nanoparticles are positioned too densely for nanogaps to be
generated. Although the first demonstration verified that Pd
nanogaps could substantially improve H2-sensing capabilities,
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3.2. Deposition on
Prestructured Patterns
Use of templates is the most
widely used approach for nanogap fabrication owing to its ease
of use, especially as it requires
only physical or chemical deposition of Pd on pre-structured
templates. In this method, the
final structures and number of
nanogaps are dictated by the
pre-structured templates. Figure 3 a shows a simple schematic
for the fabrication of Pd nanogap structures using a prestructured template. Porous structures such as porous Si and
anodic aluminum oxide (AAO)
membranes can also be readily
used as pre-structured templates
for nanogap-based H2 sensors.
In several studies, Pd films
were deposited on porous Si
Figure 2. Gap generation by H2 exposure. a) Schematics of the nanogap generation techniques by H2 exposure.
prestructures using either imb) Representative SEM image of a Pd mesowire array. Reproduced with permission from ref. [1]. c) Representative
mersion plating or electronSEM image of a Pd nanowire deposited in the EDTA-containing electrolyte with fractures produced by H2 exposure. Reproduced with permission from ref. [16].
beam evaporation.[20, 21] In these
studies, nanogaps were naturally
formed because the porous Si
prestructures facilitated localized
Pd film growth. Further, electrical resistance of Pd nanogap
it also revealed a shortcoming for detecting low concentrastructures decreased upon exposure to H2. Such Pd-coated
tions of H2, namely, a detection limit of 2.25 % and 0.5 % for
On–Off and always-On sensors, respectively.
rough Si nanowires are depicted in Figure 3 b.[23] The Si nanoOther types of nanogap-based sensors have also been studwires were fabricated by simple electroless etching followed
ied.[15–19] For instance, sensors based on Pd nanowires have
by sputter coating of a thin Pd film. Notably, such vertical type
sensors exhibit a low detection limit of 5 ppm H2 in air, along
been fabricated by both electrodeposition and electrophoresis
with a short response time. Since such vertical sensors also opmethods.[16, 17] Nanogaps play a pivotal role in the operation of
these sensors. As an interesting example, an array of vertically
erate based upon their ability to be connected or disconnectaligned conoidal Pd nanotubes was shown to form nanogaps
ed between nanowires in close proximity, it is possible to
through strain accumulation and relaxation during H2 absorpdetect concentrations of H2 as low as 1000 to 5 ppm. Figure 3 c
tion and desorption processes.[18] The resulting sensors were
shows the fracture patterns generated by thermal stress on
shown to operate via opening and closing nanogaps upon exphoto-resist stripes used for introducing nanogaps on Pd
posure to H2.
nanowires.[22] The fracture patterns were found to change as
There are advantages and disadvantages associated with the
a function of stripe width.
generation of nanogaps by the H2 exposure method. The
In addition, the formation of vertical nanogaps between any
two suspended Pd-coated electrodes and a single fixed
method is simple and provides perfect nanogaps, and thus the
bottom electrode has been demonstrated (Figure 3 d).[24] Such
resulting sensors exhibit perfect On–Off switching, short response time, and good reversibility. On the other hand, this
sensors have a unique structure, and are easily integrated into
method does not enable precise control over the gap width,
larger scale sensor arrays. Even though the nanogap widths of
as it depends on the recovery behavior to equilibrium dimensuch sensors can be reduced to less than 10 nm, they continue
sions, which is highly affected by H2 concentrations and Pd
to suffer from a high detection limit (about 1.5 %) similar to
other nanogap sensors. In such cases, Pd islands can be
structures. Consequently, the issues associated with decreasing
formed by electrodeposition on prepatterned layers,[45] and
detection limits, which rely on nanogap width, remain an area
of active investigation.
gaps with several nanometers in width can be obtained. Despite the existence of such narrow nanogaps, these sensors do
not behave in an On–Off manner and may fluctuate as a function of base resistance. Thus, active templates have been
ChemPhysChem 2012, 13, 1395 – 1403
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Figure 3. Deposition onto pre-structured patterns. a) Schematic of forming Pd nanogap structures onto pre-structured patterns. b) Representative SEM
images of Pd-coated vertical-standing rough Si nanowires. Reproduced with permission from ref. [23]. c) Schematic of nanogap patterns dependent on stripe
widths. d) Schematics of the sensing mechanism of suspended Pd/Ti/poly-Si electrodes and a Pd/Ti bottom electrode. Reproduced with permission from
ref. [24] e) Representative SEM image of Pd nanowires grown on Si substrate after removing the AAO template. Reproduced with permission from ref. [26].

smartly utilized to introduce nanospacing in electrodeposited
Pd nanoarrays.[25] Although the sensing performance of such
approaches has not been reported, the basis of this design has
been proposed as a new approach for advanced nanogapbased H2 sensors. Indeed, a H2 sensor based on electrodeposited Pd nanowires in an anodized aluminum oxide (AAO) template has been shown (Figure 3 e), where nanogaps were left
behind upon removal of the AAO template.[26]
Use of prestructured templates for the fabrication of nanogaps has increased the options for nanogap design and allows
researchers now to seek more possible applications based on
nanogaps. Like other types of nanogap-based H2 sensors, however, sensing performance is highly dependent on how the
prepatterns are constructed beforehand. Most sensors in this
class exhibit poor H2-sensing performance. Specifically, not
only do they have a high detection limit up to 1.5 %
H2 with a long response time when used as On–Off
sensors, but they also have disadvantages such as
low sensitivity, long response time, and a shift of
base resistance when used as always-On sensors.

the substrate using a polymer-based buffer layer, thereby
easing the lateral expansion of Pd. This is discussed later in
this chapter. This method of island formation on a surface is
relatively simple and shows decent sensing capabilities such as
a short response time and low detection limit.
Figures 4 c,d show the nanogap-based sensors fabricated
from Pd islands on different substrates and their characteristic
response curves. These types of sensors, which are basically
fabricated by employing physical deposition methods, have
been optimized by some modifications to improve the sensing
performance.[28, 29] The amount of Pd deposited is a key factor
in determining the sensing mechanism. Since the adhesion
force between the substrate and a discontinuous film is large
enough to restrict the free motion of the Pd film, the sensing
characteristics of these sensors usually are determined by mul-

3.3. Island Formation on a Surface
Nanogaps can also be formed between islands when
an extremely thin film is discontinuously deposited
on a substrate using a physical deposition method
(Figure 4 a). The electrical resistance of a discontinuous Pd film decreases by volume expansion of the
film upon exposure to H2 (Figure 4 b). However, nanogaps fabricated in this way are unable to allow the
nanogap-containing films to operate in an On–Off
mode, because the Pd islands form partial conduction paths due to the low island density and large
adhesion force between Pd islands and the substrate,
which restricts the free lateral motion of Pd. To tackle
this issue, there has been an effort to reduce the adhesion force between a discontinuous Pd film and
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Figure 4. Island formation on a surface. a) Schematic of Pd island formation by physical
deposition methods. b) Schematic of the sensing mechanism of the island design.
c) Thickness-dependent conductivities of two types of Pd island sensors, respectively, on
a siloxane self-assembled monolayer-coated glass and a bare glass. Reproduced with permission from ref. [30]. d) A process flow for sensor fabrication using the deposition of
electrodes on a pre-diced substrate. Reproduced with permission from ref. [31].
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tiple mechanisms. This means that two mechanisms simultaneously participate in the H2-sensing process and that a more
dominant mechanism is decided by the amount of deposited
Pd and the sensing conditions. Specifically, when a small
amount of Pd is deposited, a sensor shows a decrease in electrical resistance due to a dominant contribution from the
nanogap-closing mechanism. In the other case, where larger
amounts of Pd are deposited, both the carrier scattering mechanism and nanogap-closing mechanism can occur, depending
on H2 concentrations at room temperature.[29] For instance, at
low concentrations of H2, the carrier scattering mechanism
became dominant while the nanogap-closing mechanism is
less influential.
Figure 4 c shows a siloxane monolayer coated on a substrate
for easing the volume expansion of Pd clusters through reduction in friction between the Pd and substrate.[30] As a result,
this sensor showed fast response and a low detection limit of
25 ppm H2. The key performance enhancement in this case
arose from the flexible buffer layer, which helps the movement
of Pd clusters. A similar study employed a flexible buffer layer
under a discontinuous Pd film deposited by electron-beam
evaporation (Figure 4 d).[31] Using this technique, the largescale sensor fabrication and the effects of the flexible buffer
layer were demonstrated. As a consequence, the sensors could
detect H2 in the range of 0.5 to 4 % with a response time of
several seconds and a power consumption of several tens of
nW at room temperature.
The simple fabrication process is the most outstanding advantage of the island formation on a surface. Moreover, this
method shows great sensing performance such as fast response and low detection limit, compared to other nanogapbased H2 sensors. However, the
sensors fabricated by this
method can only operate in
always-On mode and may have
reproducibility issues because
highly delicate control of deposition time is required for fabrication of discontinuous films. Nevertheless, the simple and lowcost sensor fabrication by this
method appeals to many researchers studying nanogapbased H2 sensors, which have
suffered from complicated and
costly fabrication processes.

able to achieve precise control over nanogap width. However,
in the cases of the other methods described above, their approaches do not offer the levels of engineering control needed
for realistic applications.
By employing FIB, the width of a nanogap can be controlled
as small as 10 nm (Figure 5 a).[34] However, this technique also
has its limitations. Typically, some nanogaps are closed after
milling, and the widths of nanogaps cannot be reduced below
certain sizes, as the thickness of wires decreases. The detection
limit is rarely lower than 2.5 % H2, despite the controllable
width of nanogaps. Similar to the previous siloxane-inserted
Pd islands, sensing performance can be enhanced upon introduction of a polyimide elastic adhesion layer.
The precise size control of nanogaps is a significant merit of
this approach. By controlling experimental parameters such as
the dose of FIB, it is possible to make nanogaps with a desired
width and to reduce the gap width down below 100 nm. However, it is also true that this technique is limited with respect
to reducing the width of nanogaps. Specifically, reduction of
the nanogap width is restricted due to the gap recovery after
ion-beam milling, which is accelerated in wires with a reduced
thickness. In some cases, the detection limit reaches 2.5 % H2
and exhibits a slow response. Although this type of sensor appears promising, mostly due to the possibility of nanogap
width control, the issue of rather low performance remains to
be addressed.
3.5. Methods Using Hybrid Materials
The other novel method for fabricating nanogap-based H2 sensors is to use hybrid materials on Pd. This approach is simple

3.4. Artificial Manipulation
Methods
Nanogaps can also be introduced to Pd structures by an artificial manipulation method,
which uses a top-down approach such as focused ion
beam milling (FIB). This approach has merit because it is
ChemPhysChem 2012, 13, 1395 – 1403

Figure 5. Artificial lithographic methods. a) Schematic of the nanogap fabrication technique using FIB. b) i) SEM
image of Pd microwires including nanotrenches with different gap widths of 40, 30, 20, 10 nm, ii) cross-sectional
SEM image, and iii) contrast-enhanced SEM image. Reproduced with permission from ref. [34].
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in concept: Pd structures are coated with molecules that spatially separate the Pd structures and restrict electrical current
flow between neighboring Pd structures or between Pd and
electrodes. Upon exposure to H2, the current flow is enhanced
by Pd expansion. This current flow enhancement occurs simply
by closing of gaps between Pd structures or between Pd and
electrodes. Elaborate processes that coat hybrid materials onto
the surface of Pd structures or electrodes are required to realize these sensors.
Figure 6 a shows a nanogap fabrication method using hybrid
materials coated on Pd nanoparticles.[35–38] The shape and distances between coated materials can be modified by a volume
change of the Pd nanoparticles. According to the hybrid structure comprised of hybrid materials, such sensors are able to
operate in an “Open–Close” mechanism of nanogaps between
Pd nanoparticles, leading to a resistance drop upon H2 exposure. On the other hand, the lack of structural stability and
sensing reliability seemed to be a significant challenge of this
approach. As shown in Figure 6 b, hybrid materials on the electrodes allow the sensor to detect H2 by a volume expansion of
Pd electrodeposited on the modified electrode.[39, 40] This
unique structure and the use of hybrid materials allows the
sensors to operate in an On–Off manner. In a comparison
study, sensors without hybrid materials exhibit a decrease in
electrical current when exposed to H2, indicating that such
sensors are governed by the electron-scattering mechanism.
The H2-sensing properties of these sensors are, however, not
effective in terms of sensitivity, response and recovery time,
detection limit, and reliability, compared to other types of sensors. This is partly due to the fact that fabrication of the sensors relies on a drop casting method, which makes controlling
the amount of Pd nanoparticles difficult. Moreover, since the
hybridized structure of Pd and a substrate rarely have a good
adhesion at the interface, the motion of Pd often occurs in an

Figure 6. Methods using hybrid materials. a) Schematic of the response of
Pd nanoparticles functionalized by hybrid materials to H2. b) Schematic of
the fabrication process for an H2 switch comprised of hybrid materials.
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unpredicted way during expansion and contraction processes
of Pd, resulting in unstable sensing signals in response to H2.
Using the hybrid materials between Pd structures and electrodes, sensors have been shown to behave more reliably. Nevertheless, they still show a weak point in detecting low concentrations of H2, similar to most other methods. This problem
may be alleviated to a certain extent by achieving precise control over hybrid material thickness and also by optimal material
selection.
3.6. Recent Approaches Using an Elastomeric Substrate
Recently, a novel approach to fabricate nanogaps in a Pdbased film using an elastomeric substrate has been reported.[44, 83, 84] Only stretching the film on an elastomeric substrate
was required to generate nanogaps and uniform nanogaps
could be created over large areas using this method.[44] This
method is called mobile thin film on elastomer (MOTIFE), because the elastomeric substrate act as a mobile support for
forming nanogaps and for eliminating the strain at the interface between a thin film and substrate during volumetric
changes (Figure 7 a). The elastomeric substrate generates roots
for propagating nanogaps through a Pd film and help broken
Pd films to expand or contract more easily in response to H2.
This is an easy, scalable, and lithography-free nanogap fabrication method.
In a typical experiment, Pd-based MOTIFE sensors are fabricated by a simple stretching route. When the MOTIFE undergoes its first exposure to H2, H atoms dissolved near the Pd
surface and penetrate into the MOTIFE, causing a volume expansion of the Pd film. As a result of this volume expansion,
the broken Pd films are brought in contact with each other at
both ends. Recovery of the swollen films to their equilibrium
dimensions are achieved by desorption of H atoms upon cutting off H2 flow. This creates nanogaps between the broken Pd
films. The Pd-based MOTIFE sensors operate in a perfect On–
Off mode with good H2-sensing characteristics such as the
high sensitivity, very fast response and recovery, and good reliability (see Figure 7 b). After the first formation of nanogaps,
the sensors show reversible sensing cycles between the electrical On and Off states, which correspond to the closed and
open states of nanogaps, respectively. Furthermore, the detection limit of these sensors is approximately 0.4 % H2.[44] This
value is sufficient to evaluate the potential for commercial
products, considering that the most H2 sensors operating in an
On–Off mode can detect H2 only at a concentration range of
1 to 2 % H2, which is required for the a-to-b phase transition of
PdHx. The detection limit of this class of sensors has been further decreased by adopting PdNi instead of Pd as a sensing
material. Indeed, PdNi-based MOTIFE sensors are able to
detect H2 concentrations as low as 800 ppm while maintaining
stable On–Off operation.[44] A fabrication process of Pd nanocracks without the application of any external forces has also
been demonstrated.[83] Specifically, nanocracks were formed
simply by exposure of a Pd thin film to a sufficiently high concentration of H2 to induce phase transition in the Pd thin film.
These sensors possessing nanocracks are formed through
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and reliability over conventional
sensors whose mechanisms are
based on the electron scattering
mechanisms. On the other hand,
some disadvantages such as
poor detection limit and complex fabrication methods have
remained as challenges to be addressed. A variety of approaches
have been taken to tackle these
issues and help find important
platforms that can be utilized for
designing nanogap-based sensors with enhanced sensing
properties, better reliability, and
an easier fabrication process.
Existing nanogap designs and
methods have both strengths
and weaknesses. For example,
nanogaps produced by exposure
to H2 are easy to fabricate, but
they are highly dependent on H2
concentrations and the adhesion
force between Pd structures and
substrates, resulting in poor control over gap width and a high
Figure 7. Recent approaches using an elastomeric substrate. a) Schematic of the fabrication process of a Pd-based
MOTIFE sensor. b) Representative real-time electrical responses of a Pd-based MOTIFE upon exposure to 4 % H2 at
detection limit. As another exroom temperature. Reproduced with permission from ref. [44].
ample, the film deposition
method on prestructured patterns allowed for a control over
nanogap width by regulating prestructured patterns. For most
a simple two-step process, namely Pd film deposition followed
approaches categorized in this method, however, the shape of
by exposure to H2, operated in near-perfect On–Off mode.
prestructured patterns is hard to control and the sensing propSuch sensors can also detect H2 concentrations as low as 0.4 %
erties of the nanogap-containing sensors are thus poor, particand have opened up the possibility for manufacturers to readiularly for always-On type sensors. Reflecting on this method,
ly produce high-quality nanogap-based H2 sensors by a simple
a simple fabrication process of nanogaps is an essential requiand low-cost process.
site for their commercialization. In this regard, island formation
These novel approaches demonstrate the feasibility of manon a surface is a method that may attract manufacturers due
ufacturing nanogap-based high-performance H2 sensors with
to the simple deposition process. Despite its technical simplicimany advantages. It is true that there have been some efforts
ty, the sensors do not always operate in an On–Off manner beto ease Pd expansion and recovery processes. Inserting a polycause the density of Pd clusters on the substrate is too low to
mer-like layer between Pd structures and a substrate and
close the gaps during Pd volume expansion upon exposure to
using a flexible substrate like a poly(ethylene terephthalate)
H2. Alternatively, efforts have been made to increase the adhe(PET) sheet for CNT-based H2 sensors are typical examples.[60]
sion forces between discontinuous films and substrates by inHowever, the whole replacement of hard substrates by an elasserting a polymer-based layer, which has shown good sensing
tomeric substrate is the first attempt, to the best of our knowlperformance such as a low detection limit and short response
edge. Taking a step forward, it may be even possible to extend
time. In spite of promising results, the reliability of this apthis method of fabricating nanogaps to many fields, such as
proach remains a question, since different results have been
lithography, electronics, photonics, and other interdisciplinary
obtained from similar approaches using the island formation
research.
on a surface method.
Controlling the width of nanogaps has long been one of the
4. Summary
biggest challenges to many researchers. The reduction of
nanogap width is in demand since the optimal sensing properThe concept of nanogap-based H2 sensors has been widely
ties can be achieved in minimized gaps. Precise nanogap
used to meet the requirements of the targeted applications
width control can be achieved by using a top-down approach.
and emerging needs of industries. In general, nanogap-based
Indeed, nanogaps as narrow as 30 nm can be formed using
sensors, operated by an “Open–Close” mechanism, have many
this method, and sensors with such nanogaps behave in an
advantages such as a fast response, extremely high sensitivity,
ChemPhysChem 2012, 13, 1395 – 1403
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Table 1. Comparison of key features of nanogap-utilizing H2 sensors.
Fabrication method

Operation type

Detection range [% H2]

Response time

Cyclability

Manufacturability

Reference

Fracture generation by H2 exposure

2.25 ~ 10
/0.5 ~ 10
0.2 ~ 1

no mention
/70 to 75 ms at 5 % H2
700 ms at 1 % H2

Medium

Difficult

Deposition onto pre-structured patterns

On–Off
/On
On

Medium

Medium

Island formation on a surface

On

0.25 ~ 5

5 ~ 30 s at 0.25 ~ 5 % H2

Low

Easy

Artificial manipulation methods
Methods using hybrid materials

On–Off
On

2.5 ~ 10
0.1 ~ 1

9 s at 10 % H2
3 ~ 5 min at 1 % H2

Low
Low

Medium
Difficult

MOTIFE

On–Off

0.4 ~ 10

~ 0.67 s at 2 % H2

High

Easy

[1]
([1, 15–19])
[26]
([20–27])
[29]
[28–33]
[34]
[36]
[35–40]
[44]
[44, 83, 84]

On–Off manner. However, it is difficult to detect low H2 concentrations below 2 % with such sensors, and extremely
narrow nanogaps with a width below 20 nm have not been realized using this technique. Thus, new methods that use
hybrid materials on the surface of Pd or an electrode have
been proposed. The concept of these approaches is simple, in
the sense that pressing a barrier material by the expansion of
Pd leads to an increase in electrical conductivity. However,
these approaches have remained a challenge because unstable
sensing signals make it difficult to detect H2 concentrations accurately and the performance of sensors fabricated in this way
is not reproducible. The use of an elastomeric substrate has
been considered as a promising way to fabricate nanogaps.
However, this method is still in its early stages, and a study on
nanogap width control and quantitative analyses of the
degree of recovery to equilibrium dimensions depending on
H2 concentrations should be performed. The key attributes of
the respective methods mentioned above are summarized in
Table 1.
It is fair to conclude that optimal nanogap-based H2 sensors
cannot be realized without solving the limitations that all the
nanogap-based sensors face. For instance, the recently developed nanogap-based H2 sensors using an elastomeric substrate offer a new paradigm of problem-solving methodology
in a sense that they take the advantage of motion-synchronizable substrates rather than modifying sensing materials or structures. As a consequence, the nanogap H2 sensors that employ
an elastomeric substrate can achieve several important features, such as a low detection limit, fast response, easy fabrication, and On–Off operation, leading toward an optimal sensor.
However, even these types of H2 sensors are still away from
ideal sensors due to the new constraints, such as thermal instability. Alternative approaches will be likely taken to tackle such
new issues. As learned from this example, a single approach is
unlikely to solve all the issues and meet the requirements for
realizing optimal sensors. Instead, it is highly predicted that
combinatorial approaches that merge advantages of multiple
technologies will be pursued in designing new nanogap-based
H2 sensors with even more improved performance. Such approaches will allow advanced H2 sensors, which overcome existing shortcomings, strengthen the respective advantages,
and even realize new functions.
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